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[Transcriber’s Note:  Our full Community discussion is available to listen to in the 
downloadable mp3’s on Joan and John’s website.  I did not transcribe the discussion 
itself.  But when Yeshua joined the discussion I transcribed those parts. 
 
The last part of Yeshua’s Message, transcribed separately as 2C, ended like this to set up 
our Community discussion: 
 
I think one of the things that we should start off with in this particular discussion is to 
talk about a broad topic, and that is personal power:  what you know about it, how you 
use personal power, where you see the limitations.   
 
So, let us begin……….] 
 
[We then heard from thirteen group members on what personal power meant to them.] 
 
[30:5]  Yeshua:  Can you see, Dear Ones, the Mastery at play here in our Community, as 
you have discussed personal power and what it means to you.  Not a hint of dominance 
over.  Not a hint of fear or separation.  It’s a field of allowing each of you to express your 
individuality.  This, Beloveds, is true power.  This, Dear Ones, enables you to have 
sovereignty over the denser physical aspects of you and transmute those at a cellular 
level to a more refined state.   
 
How important is personal power to you?  I think you can see the importance of that 
and how it plays out in this community and how that has changed over the years 
through your experience in your physical bodies, even amongst all those limitations and 
fractures in your mental-emotional body.  You have risen to this state in your personal 
power field.   
 
Do sometimes you fall short?  Of course….. 
But it’s in those failures that you are able to rise up and reinforce your personal power, 
true power.   
 
So, maybe we could direct this discussion a little further in expressing your Journey into 
that true power state -- how it differs from the false power that was originally taught 
early on, before you had the awareness and access to those Master imprints that you 
have so expressed in these conversations. 
 
What do you learn when you fall short and use your personal power to rise out of that 
fracture? 
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[We then heard from nine more Community members, with occasional questions or 
comments from Yeshua.]  [CM = Community Member] 
 
CM:  I learned that the answers come from within. 
Yeshua:  Absolutely.  Do they come with Ease when you can stay out of judgement of 
yourself? 
CM:  That’s key, isn’t it! 
 
CM:  Recognition is number one, and making change, and then feeling the energies so I 
can make a different choice in the future if I have the same thing come up. 
 
Yeshua:  I would have a question for you……  And my question is this.  Or for anyone else 
in the community who would like to talk about this.  It brings up a very important point 
that [was] made about making it up to someone or making it up to yourself.  Would you 
say that that would be forgiveness? 
 
[37:40]  CM: …..  how to act and be on the inside and the outside this empowered 
person that we’re learning about in our group here. 
Yeshua:  Yes.   
 
CM:  One other thing that I found is helpful is to have a sense of humor 
…..and I move out of the judgment….. 
 
Yeshua:  Good point!  Anybody else want to comment on that or how that shifts when 
they fall short?  shifts them….. 
 
CM:  It makes the world go ‘round!  What we’re doing is a very serious thing, but it 
doesn’t mean that we can’t have fun while we’re doing it. 
 
CM:  …..the power of being a human being at this time and the dynamic of being 
relational….. that’s our humanness…. that humanness is the part I feel that we’re adding 
to this whole mix…… we’re breaking open whole portals of consciousness and ways of 
being…..  
 
[44:55]  Yeshua:  Thank you!  And you are so accurate.  This is what you bring to this 
project, Beloveds!  It is your physicality and the relationship between your Spirit and 
your physical body and how you navigate the Earthly realms, bringing forth that Mastery 
of your SoulSpirit into form.  And it is inter-relational.  There is where you shine.  And in 
these Community Calls, this is what you are creating.  You are setting a template in 
these Community Calls to bring a more perfected Image within the human form. 
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CM:  …..It [now] feels perfectly fine for me to be experiencing partnership……  the Love, 
the freedom, the forgiveness…..  
 
[49:02]  Yeshua:  Thank you, thank you.  Well said. 
 
Well, Dear Ones, it’s about time now to bring to a close this Community Call.  What a 
beautiful Community we are gathered in here.  This call, I am sure, for each of us was 
very thought-provoking, very expansive, where each of us takes from the Community, 
receives the Mastery of the individual as well as the Collective.  And this is the intention 
for our Community Calls.  And, as you will see, they fold perfectly in to the teaching 
sessions, perfectly intertwined and valuable.   
 
So, we look forward to future, the future of this Community Call and the expansion of it 
this year in ways that none of us could have expected previously, because it’s a creative 
step-by-step, in motion with excitement and anticipation, that is being built by you at 
this moment. 
 
We thank you all for your contribution, your presence, your energetic coherence, and 
your Love.  And we look forward to our next interaction. 
 
Blessings, Beloveds, Blessings! 
 


